
Sample Topics
Speak to Nicole on topics like building self-confidence, positive

affirmations, emotional development and how to instill this in

your child at a young age.

Warning signs that your child suffers from low self-esteem

How to have open and transparent conversations with your child about
how they view themselves in society

Why is boosting your child’s self-esteem so important for their emotional
development 

Popular positive affirmations phrases to recite

How to address bullying 

Interview Topics: 

Nicole  Marshall
A U T H O R  M E D I A  K I T

Nicole Marshall is an up-and-coming author and in a writing journey fueled by

memories of childhood experiences, Nicole writes relatable and educative content

intending to impart the young ones with positive values, lessons of self-love and

positive affirmations from an early age. In an authorship journey that spans over a

few years now, Nicole has several titles under her name, most notably her debut title

Little Nikki Her Journey to Self-Love. In this intriguing and exciting read for children,

Nicole artistically takes children through a motivational story about Little Nikki and

her bullying experiences at school. She highlights its psychological impact, and the

resilience children develop to counter such. More importantly, the book helps children

accept and appreciate their differences, embrace, and develop self-love and

confidence. Other titles by Nicole include Ebony and Her Crown.  
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Publisher: Self-Published

Title: Little Nikki Her Journey to Self-Love

ISBN: 979-8985377309

Format: Print, eBook & Audiobook

Price: Print: $12.99, eBook: $7.99, Audiobook: $3.95

Pages: 39

Publication Date: October 28, 2021

Genre: Children fiction

Little Nikki Her Journey to
Self-Love

Inspired by a true story, this book follows the journey of a young girl

who experiences bullying at her school and overcomes it by re-building

her self-esteem. The story sheds light on the purity and innocence that

all young boys and girls are born with, until they enter an environment

that slowly dims their light. The narrative explores the resiliency of

children when they are faced with life's challenges. The book also

exposes the effects of bullying at a young age, the influence of public

opinion and the negative psychological impact.

Publisher: Self-Published

Title: Ebony and Her Crown

ISBN: 979-8985377323

Format: Print, eBook & Audiobook

Price: Print: $14.99, eBook: $7.99, Audiobook: $3.95

Pages: 42

Publication Date: February 10, 2022

Genre: Children fiction

Ebony and Her Crown

This story was written to inspire young children to love the skin they're

in. Ebony and her crown highlight the perspective of a curious toddler

having a big afro and is uncertain about the nature of her hair. Ebony

then turns to her mother for answers. In this mother daughter duo,

Ebony's mother helps her to understand that her hair is meant to be

big and wild, and she should wear it with pride. This book is a reminder

that social conditioning starts when you are young and follows you into

your adult years. When children are able to see themselves represented

as the main haracters in books and television shows, the experience

can boost self-esteem and self-worth. ,Lack of representation can be

harmful to a child and can impact their self-image and how they interact

with others. A positive self-image can boost our mental, social, and

emotional well-being.

My daughters and I really enjoyed this book. My middle daughter especially enjoyed the book because
she could identify the most with the main character, Ebony. Often times, she asks why her hair isn't like
her sisters or why does it take longer to do her hair. Ebony and her Crown helped to show her that her
big hair is beautiful and no matter the texture it is her crown. I definitely recommend this book, great read.

Book Description

Testimonials

Book Description

Hair Representation Matters!

-  Amazon review

Ebony and her Crown is written by Nicole Marshall and illustrated by Sekar Azahra. It is a poem written
for children to explain the importance of a woman's hair in African American culture. This book is
important not just for African American children, but for children of other ethnic groups because we
need to start normalizing other cultures from an early age. Very enjoyable and educational!

Hair Representation Matters!

-  Amazon review

To love the skin you’re in, is beautiful but can be challenging. As especially as a young girl you can be
misguided by so many outside factors that can make you feel less then. Great story!

Touching

-  Amazon review

When I first saw this book, I HAD to get it for my 3yo daughter! This precious story shows Little Nikki's
journey to loving herself again after school friends leave her with doubts about her self-worth. My
daughter was totally engaged in the story, loved the message, the illustrations and the main character
- who looks like her and comes from a small island too! It has since had her, and her brother, chanting
"I love myself"! This is definitely a book that needs to be in every child's library for those times that they
need a little reminder to love themselves.

Testimonials
I love myself and this book!

-  Amazon review

This is great read for self love! I read this to my second graders and loved how it talked about self
worth! This is important for them at this age to say positive affirmations to one another. This ties in
great with SEL! Great read and you definitely need to add this to your classroom!

 Great Read for SEL

-  Amazon review

This is a well-written and beautifully illustrated book that teaches children to love themselves and
shows them a way to build confidence in themselves. Nikki is excited to go to school and make friends.
And soon she is able to make friends to play with. But, over time, Nikki changes - she’s taller and more
mature looking than her friends and they start to make fun of her. This makes Nikki sad. Then, she
figures out a way to change how she feels about herself and gain her confidence and self-esteem back.

Wonderful book about self love

-  Amazon review
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